CURRENT ALERT
Science Academy
4 December 2021
“Historic Experiments III”

All participants receive one door prize ticket. Extra door prize tickets are earned by...

*the first four registrants of a session.
    -first registrant (four extra)   -second registrant (three extra)
    -third registrant (two extra)   -fourth registrant (one extra)

*the first seven arrival for a session.
    -first arrival (seven extra)   -second arrival (six extra)
    -third arrival (five extra)    -fourth arrival (four extra)
    -fifth arrival (three extra)   -sixth arrival (two extra)
    -seventh arrival (one extra)

*those who attended previous Historic Experiments sessions.
    -one previous attendance earn three extra tickets during Session II or Session III.
    -two previous attendances earn five extra tickets for Session III.

Level 1 Prize: three glowsticks
Level 2 Prize: Alienology book
Level 3 Prize: {determined by Cadet ranking and age}

*COLLECTION CONTAINERS---
    ---The Containers allow Cadets to collect beads, charms, special rocks and small rewards during SA sessions and various HRPO events. All Cadets who’ve reached Lunar Cadet receive a Container.